and Segerlind (1976, p. 183) , as well as advanced fluid dynamic texts such as Chung (1978, p. 177) . However, the modal element method adds theoretical insight to both the numerical formulation and the physical problem.
In the numerical analysis, the method will aid judgment in choosing the grid density as well as the accuracy of the exit boundary condition.
In the flow problem, the method will determine the physical parameters which dictate the change of the flow streamlinesand the potentiallines.
Although the analysisfocuseson a specific geometry, the formulation isquite general and can be applied to a variety of problems as seen by a comparison to its companion theories in acousticsand electromagnetics. In CFD applications,however, singularityrequirements introducesome differences from the previouswave propagation formulations.Historically, a primary reason for developing the modal element method was to accurately describethe radiationboundary conditionat the computational boundary of a numerical grid. In electromagnetics, Chang and Mei (1976}, Lee and Cendes (1987) To illustrate the advantage of coupling analyticand grid based numerical solutionsin the modal element method, consider the problem of finding the pressure amplitude resulting from scattering of an acousticplane wave by a rigid cylinder.As shown in Fig. l(a) , a conventionalfinite difference theory (Khan, Brown, and Ahuja, 1986) requiresa large dense gridto resolvethe wave likenature of the pressurefieldand to accurately approximate the farfieldradiationboundary condition.
In contrast,the limitingcase of modal element method forrigidbodies requiresonly a singlelineof elements as shown in Considering open systems as in Fig. I , the modal element method is a gridbased numerical system that has many advantages of the classical boundary integral methods such as the boundary element method in acoustics, the panel method in aerodynamics, and the method of moments in electromagnetics. These boundary integral methods axe well suitedfor solving the scattering problem discussed in Fig. 1 . However, for the semiinfinite duct problem considered herein,the boundary element method requiresa closureapproximation in the farfieldsimilarto the standard i'miteelement method (Brebbia, 1978, p. 80) . Also, similar to the modal element method considered herein, the finiteelement method and the boundary element method can be combined as discussedby Brebbia (1978, p. 178) where # denotes a dimensional variable. For this paper the following dimensionless variables are introduced:
The superscript ÷ indicates the direction of the velocity in the ÷ x direction.
All symbols are defined in the nomenclature. Equation (1) becomes
The exact shape of the obstacle is defined by an infinite row of doublets transverse to a uniform flow (Kirchhoff, 1985). For obstacles less than half the height of the duct, its shape is nearly a circular cylinder. The advantage of using this obstacle is that an exact solution exists for validating the theoretical results. The detailed shape of the obstacle will be full described in a later section of this report. 
The subscript a denotes the analyticalsolutionin the entrance portion of the duct, as labeled in Fig 
Physically,the constant co in Eq. (11) representsa negativepotentialthatwilllaterbe shown to be proportionalto the sizeof the obstaclein the duct. The last term in Eq. (11)representsdamped higher order modes that blend the distortedpotentialaround the obstacle into the uniform potentialupstream.
For convenience,the constant co willbe pulled into the exponential, so that the summation begins with m = 0 such that A similar set of equations can be written for the outletregion coefficients B+m. These equations are later combined with the finite element equations to form a matrix system that yields values of all the unknowns @I values at the nodes as well as the separation constants andB_ +.
Finite Element Solution
The finiteelement domain, with total area A, is divided into M discrete triangular elements, A {e), e = 1,2,...,M, def']ned by N corner nodal points (xl,Yl), I = 1,2,...,N. The cornernodes forelement area A (e') are denoted (xie),yle)), (xle),yl')), and (x_e),y_e)).
The potentialisapproximated by a linearcombinationof weight functionsWi(x,y):
I=1
with [ ] representing a row vector and { } representing a column vector. The weights have the property that
so that the unknown nodal pressurevalues are given by
To determine {_b},apply the method of weighted residuals. In thismethod, the residualerror of Eq. (3), 1,2,3,. ..,N) t
where S (e)is the boundary of element A (e).
In the boundary integral terms in Eq. 
Only the entrance and exit interfaces contribute, since the normal derivative of the potential is zero along the upper and lower channel walls and the obstacle.
If i]is the angle between the positive x axis and the outward normal, for the geometry shown in Fig. 4 [ As seen above, the amplitudes of the higher order modes fall off rapidly with increasing m. Thus, the grid density can be reasonably sparse in the transverse y direction to resolve the important modes. Because the grid was extended farther from the body in the second example (Xin < Xo) , the modal element coefficients for the higher order modes are smaller for this second example. Of course, as the magnitude of Xin increases to very large values, all the higher order modes will become negligible, so the grid density could be very sparse near the end of the finite element grid in the neighborhood Xin.
However, the analysis also indicates that the finite element grid density must still be increased at x o to whatever level of accuracy is desired to resolve the higher order modes.
Results and Comparisons
To 
Example 1.--Half Channel Obstruction
Consider the potentialflow over the cylinderwith a b value of 0.5642, xo ---0.5082, and Yo = 0.5000. In this example, the finite element region was placed directly over the obstacleas shown in Fig. 4 so that the end of the analyticaldomain xin coincideswith the beginning of the obstacleat xo. As shown in Fig.4 , the finite element domain extends from -0.5082 to 0.5082.
Thirteen nodes were used on the interfaceand eleven nodes along the surfaceof the obstaclefor a total of 143 nodes and 240 elements.
In No improvement of the graphicalresultswas seen by eye. Figure 6 shows the resultingcontour plotincluding the analyticaland finite element regions.The dash line in Fig. 6 shows thestreamlines. There isgood agreement between the exact and the modal element results.
The disagreement in the A_ modal amplitude was believed to be a result of the highly skewed triangles near the leading edge of the cylinder as shown in Fig. 3 .
This simple grid system was chosen just to confine the grid directly over the obstacle.
In the next example with 90 percent channel blockage and a very steep slope near the leading edge, a more conventional grid system is employed.
As will now be shown, the new grid system will lead to good resolution of the highest order mode. 
Concluding Remarks
The modal element method for potential flow over a 
